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Abstract
Objective China has been attempting to control the
patients’ choice of high-level medical institutions through
series measures of first point of contact at primary medical
institutions, but the outcome is considered poor. We aim
to analyse whether unsuccessful treatment in primary
medical institutions can lead to the patients’ choice of
high-level medical institutions.
Design A retrospective cluster sample study.
Setting The study setting was in Macheng city, Hubei
province.
Participants The respondents are township–county (TC)
patients (patients who first went to township hospitals and
then county hospitals within 30 days for the same disease)
who experienced unsuccessful treatment in primary
medical institutions. A total of 2090 TC patients were
screened out based on the New Rural Cooperative Medical
System database in 2013.
Main outcome measures The choice of patients
between township hospitals (primary medical institutions)
and county hospitals was observed. We compared TC
patients’ ratio of choosing county hospitals (RoCC) before
TC experience with after TC experience. Thereafter, we
compared RoCC of TC patients and non-TC patients
(patients who did not experience TC) based on coarsened
exact matching.
Results The ratio of TC for outpatient in township
hospitals is 0.68% and that of TC for inpatient in township
hospitals is 3.37%. RoCC for TC disease increased from
20.8% to 35.5% (p<0.001), RoCC for other disease
increased from 35% to 37.3% (p=0.01). TC patients had
significantly higher RoCC than non-TC patients (p<0.001).
Conclusions Patients’ choice of high-level medical
institutions is highly associated with the experience of
unsuccessful treatment in primary medical institutions.
Moreover, people likely select high-level medical
institutions thereafter regardless of conditions in rural
China. Unsuccessful treatment in primary medical
institutions is inevitable for patients. Thus, additional
measures should be considered in lowering the potential
risks for patients when treatments fail.
Trial registration number ChiCTR-OOR-14005563.

Background
Health resources are known to be limited.
Therefore, if people of different need

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This is the first study focusing on the influence of

unsuccessful treatment experience on the patients’
choice of medical institutions in China.
►► This cluster sample study was conducted in a county with 880 thousand residents based on the New
Rural Cooperative Medical System database, which
contained all the inpatient and outpatient records of
rural population in the county.
►► Patients’ choice of medical institutions before and
after unsuccessful treatment experience was selected out.
►► Only attainable variables were included into matching, thereby limiting the matching performance.
►► Only 1-year data were included, and further track is
needed to strengthen the conclusion.

can obtain their corresponding level of
health resource, the health system would
achieve maximum efficiency and equity.
However, quite many patients tend to seek
for higher level healthcare and choose
higher level medical institution than necessary when they need medical help, particularly in places where people are free to
select their healthcare provider. For example,
bypassing local medical institutions and
going to lager medical institutions1–3 or
going to the emergency department for mild
illness.4 5 Those health-seeking behaviours
have crowded high-level medical institutions
and weakened or bankrupted local medical
institutions,5 6 and result in rapid increasing
of medical expenditure.7–9
In the 1980s, China introduced market
mechanisms into the health delivery system.
People could go to any level of medical institutions on their own will and the primary
medical institutions no longer played the
role of health gatekeeper. The reform
developed the health industry but also
result in hidden problems. People have
progressively preferred high-level medical
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health system in rural area of China is a tertiary structure,
in which village clinics, township hospitals and county
hospitals play major roles in health delivery. A village
usually has one clinic, a town has one township hospital
and a county has three to four public county hospitals. The township hospitals and village clinics belong
to primary medical institutions.19 Patients who initially
went to township hospitals (primary medical institution)
and then county hospitals for the same disease are called
township–county patients (TC patients).26 Accordingly,
they experienced unsuccessful treatment in township
hospitals (primary medical institutions); otherwise, they
would not go to the county hospital for further treatment.
We aim to validate the assumption above by considering
TC patients as study objects. Two questions we intend to
answer are:
1. Will patients’ choice of medical institutions change after the experience of TC?
2. Is there any difference between TC patients and nonTC patients in choice of medical institutions?
Materials and methods
Sample
This retrospective cluster sample study was carried out in
Macheng city, which is a typical county in Hubei province,
central China. The city has a large population (approximately 880 000) and medium gross domestic product per
capital (¥22 758 or US$3705). There are 4 public county
hospitals and 20 township hospitals in Macheng (2013),
and all the rural residents are employed in New Rural
Cooperative Medical System (NRCMS, an insurance for
rural residents in China). Information related to health
service utilisation (including outpatient service and inpatient service) is recorded in the NRCMS database because
of reimbursement (People would get compensated when
any cost was incurred in medical institutions and the
reimbursement covers only part of the cost). All the TC
patients of Macheng in 2013 were included into our study
and they were selected out based on the NRCMS database
of Macheng in 2013. We also included all the patients
who did not experience TC (non-TC patients) into our
study as controls.
There are mainly three types of TC patients. Type 1
patient initially used outpatient service in a township
hospital and then outpatient service in a county hospital
(OTOC patients). Type 2 patient initially used outpatient
service in a township hospital and then inpatient service
in a county hospital (OTIC patients). Type 3 patient
initially used inpatient service in a township hospital
and then inpatient service in a county hospital (ITIC
patients). Patient may also use inpatient service in township hospital first and then outpatient service in county
hospital. Nevertheless, if patients were not suggested
admission by doctor of county hospitals right after the
discharge from township hospitals, it was highly possible
that the service provided by township hospitals worked
well. Besides, this rarely happens in actual situations.
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institutions.10 11 Inappropriate choice gradually emerged
out of free choice.12–14 Bypassing behaviour caused great
waste because the price of the same service in high-level
medical institutions is much higher than that in primary
medical institutions. Bypassing behaviour also caused
resource concentration in high-level medical institutions,
which promoted more bypassing behaviour and more
waste. To contain the health cost and reorient patients’
choice of medical institutions, the Chinese government
implemented a new health reform in 2009, in which
tiered healthcare delivery system and first point of
contact at primary medical institutions were raised as key
tasks for the first time. A series of measures are implemented, such as making discriminatory compensation
(patients will acquire more compensation if they seek
medical help from lower level medical institutions),15 16
building regional medical association to promote dual
referral17 18 and increasing government investment
on primary medical institutions.14 19 In 2015, Chinese
government even published guideline for building tiered
healthcare delivery system to reinforce the implementation of first point of contact at primary medical institutions. However, the result is poor.14 20 21 According to
China Statistics Yearbook of Sanitation, the inpatient/outpatient service in primary medical institutions accounted
for 32.6%/65.1% of total inpatient/outpatient service in
2009, but decreased to 19.1%/56.3% in 2016.22
Many studies have focused on understanding patients’
choosing behaviour. Factors from both patients (age,
income, etc) and providers (attitude, price, etc) were
found to have an influence on the patients’ choice of
health provider.23–25 However, none of those studies can
explain why measures of first point of contact at primary
medical institutions China has been pushing nationally
failed to reduce the patients’ choice of high-level medical
institutions.
It is inevitable that patients would experience unsuccessful treatment now and then, which means that
the service provided did not solve patients’ health
problem or did not reach their expectations. The possibility of unsuccessful treatment is related to the service
capacity of providers. The lower capacity providers have
the higher possibility that patients would experience
unsuccessful treatment.
To date, few studies have paid attention to the influence
of unsuccessful treatment experience on the patients’
choice. Our assumption is that unsuccessful treatment
experience in primary medical institutions can influence
the patient’s choice for high-level medical institutions,
thereby leading first point of contact at primary medical
institutions into failure. Imagining that a patient needs
medical help and goes to a primary medical institution, if
the treatment is unsuccessful, he or she may not choose it
as the first contact of care next time.
Patients who experienced unsuccessful treatment in
primary medical institutions are identifiable because
they will transfer thereafter to another medical institution, particularly to high-level medical institutions. The
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Service utilisation for TC disease and other disease
The disease patients had when experiencing TC was
marked as their TC disease. If a patient experienced
TC more than once, then the disease of the first TC was
marked as his TC disease. We comprised identifier and
disease code into a new identifier, relied on which the
TC patients’ medical records for TC disease and other
disease (not TC disease) were obtained.
Service utilisation before TC and after TC
The time when patients experienced TC was marked as
their TC time. If a patient experienced TC more than
once, then the time of the first TC was marked as his TC
time. The medical records of TC patients in 2013 were
divided into four part relying on TC time and TC disease:
before TC for TC disease, before TC for other disease,
after TC for TC disease and after TC for other disease.
Statistical method
It is hard to track the choice of medical institutions for
each of the patients. Therefore, we used ratio of choosing
county hospitals (RoCC) to analyse the choice change
of TC patients and comparison of choice between TC
patients and non-TC patients. RoCC means the percentage
county hospital takes up among all the choices of health
seeking for a period of time. It reflects patients’ tendency
of choosing medical institutions. This ratio was calculated
at population level. The calculation method of RoCC was
shown below:
RoCC =

CH
CH+TH

× 100%
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CHb
RoCC before TC = CHb+THb × 100%
CHa
RoCC after TC = CHa+THa × 100%

Where ‘CH’ refers to number of service utilisation in
county hospitals for all the patients, and ‘TH’ refers to
number of service utilisation in township hospitals for all
the patients. ‘CHb’ refers to number of service utilisation
in county hospitals before TC for all the TC patients, and
‘THb’ refers to number of service utilisation in township
hospitals before TC for all the TC patients. ‘CHa’ refers
to number of service utilisation in county hospitals after
TC for all the TC patients and ‘THa’ refers to number of
service utilisation in township hospitals after TC for all
the TC patients.
Coarsened exact matching (CEM) was used to eliminate
interruption from other factors when comparing RoCC
of TC patients and non-TC patients. CEM is a Monotonic
Imbalance Bounding matching method for improving
the estimation of causal effects by reducing imbalance in
covariates between treated and control groups, and has
been used in many studies.28 The benefits of CEM could
be referred to Blackwell et al and Iacus et al.28 29 To select a
matched sample of TC patients and non-TC patients, we
performed CEM across the following variables: sex, age,
family size, driving time to centre county hospital, capacity
of local township hospital, traffic condition. Matching
variables were selected based on former studies,24 30 31 and
available information from the database. The capacity
of township hospitals was evaluated based on weighted
rank-sum ratio method (indicators included were human
resource, financial resource, equipment, medical service,
public health service and other service) and the study has
been published.32 We performed CEM for each type of
TC Patients.
χ2 test was used to compare the choice of medical institution before TC and after TC, the choice of medical institution for TC patients and non-TC patients. Values with
p<0.05 (two tailed) were considered statistically significant. We used Microsoft Excel 2013 for data processing,
Stata V.12.0 for χ2 test and CEM.
Patient and public involvement
No patients or public were involved in this research.
Patient information was anonymised and de-identified
before analysis.
Result
Summary statistics of TC patients
In 2013, a total of 185 790 patients used outpatient service
and 23 763 patients used inpatient service in township
hospitals. We selected out 2090 TC patients (including
546 OTOC patients, 725 OTIC patients and 801 ITIC
patients). The ratio of TC for outpatient in township
hospitals is 0.68% (1271/185 790) and that for inpatient
in township hospitals is 3.37% (801/23 763). Table 1 presents the summary the TC patient statistics. Generally, male
TC patients (54.6%) outnumbered female TC patients.
3
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Data processing
Selection of TC patients
First, we selected out the information needed from the
database of 2013, including identifier (encrypted),
disease, time of service utilisation and institution of
service utilisation. Second, we selected out the medical
records (including outpatient and inpatient records) in
county hospitals and township hospitals and adjusted the
disease code (eg, the disease code of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease was adjusted from J44.900 to J44).
Thereafter, we sorted the medical records in ascending
order with the identifier, disease and time as keywords
to ensure that medical records of the same person for
the same disease were arranged together by time. Then,
we calculated the time interval between adjacent two
medical records of the same person for the same disease.
If the former choice of institution was township hospital,
the later choice of institution was county hospital, and the
time interval was less than 30 days, the two medical records
would be marked as TC, and the patient would be marked
as TC patient. We adopted the 30 days criteria from the
definition of readmission, which usually means readmission within 30 days.27 TC patients were divided into three
categories according to the service type (outpatient or
inpatient) of two medical records: OTOC patients, OTIC
patients and ITIC patients. The patients who did not
experience TC were marked as non-TC patients.
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OTOC
(n=564)

OTIC
(n=725)

ITIC
(n=801)

In total
(n=2090)

Sex
 Male

56.9

64.1

44.3

54.6

 Female

43.1

35.9

55.7

45.4

Age
 <25

41.0

15.3

18.2

23.3

 25–45

22.5

31.0

7.9

19.9

 45–65

27.7

34.6

40.0

34.8

8.9

19.0

34.0

22.0

 >65

Family size (mean±SD)
4.4±1.7

4.2±1.6

4.0±1.7

4.2±1.7

Driving time to centre county hospital
 <15 min
 15–30 min

7.8

3.9

4.0

5.0

14.4

9.8

12.0

11.9

 30-60 min

64.2

66.8

60.5

63.7

 >60 min

13.7

19.6

23.5

19.5

Capacity of local township hospital
 High

15.2

1.1

11.5

8.9

 Medium

50.9

69.7

62.3

61.8

 Low

33.9

29.2

26.2

29.3

 National
highway

55.5

45.8

43.4

47.5

 Provincial
highway

25.7

20.6

24.0

23.3

 County
highway

18.8

33.7

32.6

29.2

Traffic condition

ITIC, TC patient who used inpatient service in township hospital firstly,
then inpatient service in county hospital within 30 days; OTIC, TC patient
who used outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then inpatient
service in county hospital within 30 days; OTOC, TC patient who used
outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then outpatient service in
county hospital within 30 days.

Figure 1 Hospital choice of TC patients for TC disease
before and after TC in 2013. The sample size was shown
in table 1. ITIC, TC patient who used inpatient service in
township hospital firstly, then inpatient service in county
hospital within 30 days; OTIC, TC patient who used
outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then inpatient
service in county hospital within 30 days; OTOC, TC patient
who used outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then
outpatient service in county hospital within 30 days; RoCC,
ratio of choosing county hospitals; TC, township–county.

hospital choice of TC patients changed after TC, and
RoCC increased significantly (χ2=6.641, p=0.01). Hospital
choice of different TC patients also changed after TC,
RoCC of OTOC patients and OTIC patients increased
significantly (OTOC, χ2=5.324, p=0.021; OTIC, χ2=8.655,
p<0.05), but RoCC of ITIC patients decreased significantly (χ2=6.567, p=0.01).
Comparison of RoCC between TC patients and non-TC patients
CEM performance
The global imbalance measure L1 statistics before and
after CEM are reported in table 2. The postmatching L1

Most TC patients were over 45 years (56.8%). TC patients
had a family of 4.2 members in average. Most TC patients
need to drive about 30–60 min to centre county hospital
(63.7%). Most TC patients lived with a township hospital
of medium capacity and more TC patients lived near the
national highway (47.5%).
Choice of hospitals for TC patients before and after TC
Choice of hospitals before TC and after TC for TC disease
The choice of hospitals before TC and after TC for TC
disease is shown in figure 1. In general, hospital choice
of TC patients changed after TC, and RoCC increased
significantly (χ2=131.105, p<0.001). Hospital choice of
different TC patients all changed after TC, and RoCC
increased significantly (OTOC, χ2=41.175, p<0.001;
OTIC, χ2=35.893, p<0.001; ITIC, χ2=17.369, p<0.001).
Choice of hospitals before TC and after TC for other disease (not TC
disease)
The choice of hospitals before TC and after TC for other
disease (not TC disease) is shown in figure 2. In general,
4

Figure 2 Hospital choice of TC patients for other disease
before and after TC in 2013. The sample size was shown
in table 1. ITIC, TC patient who used inpatient service in
township hospital firstly, then inpatient service in county
hospital within 30 days; OTIC, TC patient who used
outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then inpatient
service in county hospital within 30 days; OTOC, TC patient
who used outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then
outpatient service in county hospital within 30 days; RoCC,
ratio of choosing county hospitals; TC, township–county.
Niu Y, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e022304. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-022304
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Table 1 Summary statistics of township–county patients

530 294
277 752
530 294

0.512
2.42E-14
0.561
1.38E-13

267 750

0.569

530 294

Multivariate
L1
N

ITIC, TC patient who used inpatient service in township hospital firstly, then inpatient service in county hospital within 30 days; OTIC, TC patient who used outpatient service in township
hospital firstly, then inpatient service in county hospital within 30 days; OTOC, TC patient who used outpatient service in township hospital firstly, then outpatient service in county hospital
within 30 days.

313 360

3.68E-14

3.50E-13
2.10E-13
0.014
−2.90E-13
0.012
−0.234
0.127
Traffic

1.00E-13

−1.60E-12

0.031

7.00E-14

0.025

5.30E-13

−4.20E-13
1.20E-13

1.90E-13
0.075

−0.047

0.038

0.052

−4.70E-13

−2.40E-13

6.30E-14

8.20E-14

0.060

0.087

0.057

0.125
−1.30E-13

−2.40E-12
1.40E-13

8.50E-14

−0.124

−0.008

0.065

0.063

Distance 2

Capacity

−5.60E-13
4.10E-14
0.138
1.90E-12
−0.027
0.126
0.077
Family

1.70E-13

−1.10E-12

0.059

7.00E-14

−0.230

−1.60E-13
−1.40E-12
2.00E-13
9.60E-14
0.053
0.288
4.40E-14
6.80E-13
−0.146
0.284
−0.073
−0.246
0.073
0.130
Sex
Age 3

1.80E-13
1.70E-13

−1.70E-13
−7.30E-13

0.146
0.127

1.40E-13
9.20E-14

0.053
0.607

L1
L1
Mean
Mean
L1
Mean
L1

Mean

L1

L1

Mean

After
Before

ITIC

After
OTIC

Before
After
Before

OTOC

The L1 measure of imbalance before and after Coarsened Exact Matching
Table 2
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Table 3 Ratio of choosing county hospitals (RoCC)
comparison of township–county (TC) patients and non-TC
patients
Patients

n

RoCC %

χ2

P value

OTOC
Non-OTOC

563
267 750

42.3
29.6

469.587

<0.001

OTIC

725

30

123.809

<0.001

Non-OTIC

277 752

24.5

ITIC
Non-ITIC

800
313 360

39.2
26.1

614.387

<0.001

ITIC, TC patient who used inpatient service in township hospital
firstly, then inpatient service in county hospital within 30 days;
OTIC, TC patient who used outpatient service in township hospital
firstly, then inpatient service in county hospital within 30 days;
OTOC, TC patient who used outpatient service in township
hospital firstly, then outpatient service in county hospital within 30
days.

statistics are all close to 0, as opposed to the prematching
L1 statistics. The postmatching L1 statistics approximates 0 compared with the prematching L1 statistics.
The final sample sizes for comparing RoCC between
TC and non-TC patients are 267 750 patients (including
563 OTOC patients), 277 752 patients (including 725
OTIC patients) and 313 360 patients (including 800 ITIC
patients), respectively.
RoCC of TC patients and non-TC patients
We compared RoCC of TC patients and non-TC patients
based on the result of CEM. As can be seen in table 3, all
types of TC patients had significantly higher RoCC than
non-TC patients.
Discussion
The ratio of TC in township hospitals was small
The ratio of TC for outpatient service in township hospitals
is considerably small (below 1%). There are two possible
reasons to explain this. One is that only a few patients
would have unsuccessful treatment experience for outpatient service in primary medical institutions. The other
is that patients chose not to attend the county hospital to
avoid more cost, even the treatment in township hospital
did not work. The ratio of TC for inpatient service in township hospitals is considerably higher than that for outpatient
service (3.37%). This result indicates that inpatients have a
higher possibility of experiencing unsuccessful treatment
than outpatients in primary medical institutions. The result
makes sense because inpatients usually have more serious
condition than outpatients.
Patients likely choose county hospitals after TC
We initially analysed the RoCC change of TC patients after
TC and compared RoCC of TC patients and non-TC patients
thereafter based on the CEM. The former results show that
RoCC of TC patients for other disease increased after TC as
well as for TC disease. The latter results show that RoCC of
5
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TC patients are not always prefer high-level medical
institutions
For ITIC patients, RoCC of TC disease increased
after TC and RoCC of other disease decreased after
TC, which was quite different from other types of TC
patients. The decrease may be related to the disease
burden. Hospital admission will bring immense financial burden for patients. Given that ITIC patients are
admitted twice, OTOT patients are not admitted, OTIC
patients are admitted once, ITIC patients have possibly
heavier disease burden than OTOC and OTIC patients.
ITIC patients need to avoid going to county hospitals as
much as possible to save money for their family, thereby
decreasing RoCC of other disease.
Social changes strengthened the association
TC or experience of unsuccessful treatment in primary
medical institutions is inevitable and has existed before
1980s. Interestingly, why patients did not prefer highlevel medical institutions then? For one thing, the tertiary
health system in rural areas allowed no free choice of
health providers. That is, patients had to seek for medical
help in sequence, first village clinics, then township
6

hospitals, then county hospitals and lastly hospitals out of
county. This situation occurs when low-level medical institutions cannot solve their health problems. For another,
health resource was limited in the past, coverage of health
insurance and household income were low, and patients
hardly had the ability to go to high-level medical institutions. At present, patients in China have free choice of
health providers, and they can go to any medical institution at will. Moreover, the increasing economic capacity of
the Chinese residents and universal healthcare coverage
further enhanced patients’ ability to invest in health.
The social changes above strengthened the association
between choice of high-level medical institutions and
unsuccessful treatment. Besides, increasing economic
capacity also allows people to consume better non-technical medical service in higher level medical institution,
which may also increase the tendency of bypassing.
Although the percentage of TC patients is small, the
potential influence of unsuccessful treatment cannot be
underestimated. Given that unsuccessful treatment may
influence the choice of patients of medical institutions
for any health problems, and they might also share this
experience with their family, friends and neighbours,
thereby exacerbating the consequences.
Measures on lowering patients’ potential risks at primary
medical institutions are needed
The Chinese government has implemented measures to
promote first point of contact at primary medical institutions. Discriminatory compensation is the most relevant
measure to patients, in which patients would have higher
reimbursement rate if they go to lower level medical institutions. However, those measures remained ineffective.
Prospect theory indicates that people are more sensitive to loss than gain.34 Patients cured through primary
medical institutions can hardly realise that they have
saved money (compared with the cost of going to large
medical institutions). However, patients who think that
their health problems are unsolved will feel that time
and money are wasted. Therefore, economic measures,
such as discriminatory compensation, are insufficient to
lower patients’ choice of medical institution. Moreover,
the government must focus on avoiding or decreasing the
additional cost for patients because of the low capability
of primary medical institutions and lowering the potential risks of unsuccessful treatment when patients. Additional measures to promote cooperation and integrate
care among different medical institutions are needed.
Limitations
Our study has several limitations. There are many other
factors may influence the choice of medical institutions
(income, disease severity and so on).24 31 However, we did
not include them into the CEM because the database did
not have the information. The influence on choice of institutions may be an accumulated process, which means the
more patients experience TC, the more significant the influence would be. However, we only studied the influence of
Niu Y, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e022304. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-022304
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TC patients were significantly higher than that of non-TC
patients. Besides, the sample size change of TC patients was
little after CEM, therefore brought limited influence on the
generalisability of conclusion. These findings indicate that
the patients’ choice afterwards is highly associated with TC
or experience of unsuccessful treatment in primary medical
institutions, and people are likely to choose county hospitals
or higher level medical institutions when they are ill. Limited
ability of township hospitals may promote choice for county
hospitals. Patients would find that township hospitals lack
ability in treating TC disease after the unsuccessful experience, so they went to county hospitals more. However, why
they still prefer county hospitals for other disease? There
are two possible reasons. First, dissatisfaction with township
hospitals increases patients’ bypassing behaviour.3 6 33 The
unsuccessful treatment in township hospitals bring more
cost for patients on time and money (when they went to
county hospitals directly, they would have saved the time and
money they spent in township hospitals), thereby lowering
the trust of patients on township hospitals and their willingness to choose township hospitals as the first contact of care.
Second, insufficient cooperation owing to interest conflict
between county hospitals and township hospitals drives
choice for high-level medical institutions. County hospitals
have been competing with township hospitals for patients
and have no motivation to refer patients of mild condition
(township hospitals are capable to handle) to township
hospitals. If patients of mild condition can be referred to
township hospitals, they may hold more trust on township
hospitals. It is too subjective to say that all the choices of
high-level medical institutions are inappropriate. However,
when patients increasingly opt for high-level medical institutions regardless of conditions, there would be considerable
inappropriateness among the choices.

Open access

Conclusion
Our study suggests that patients’ choice thereafter is
highly associated with former experience of unsuccessful
treatment in primary medical institutions and patients
likely choose high-level medical institutions regardless of the disease. Although only a few patients would
experience unsuccessful treatment in primary medical
institutions, nobody wants to be one of them and considerable consequence will be caused when they ignore it.
Additional measures should be considered to diminish
unsuccessful treatments provided by primary medical
institutions. Potential risks should also be reduced for
patients when unsuccessful treatment happens.
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the first TC in 1 year. Besides, whether the influence of TC
can last over time remains to be further explored, and the
TC influence found in 2013 may has been enhanced by TC
before 2013.

